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6 Claims. (CI. 226-69) 

This invention relates to new and useful im 
provements in beverage defoaming devices, and 
more particularly to the removal of large bubbles 
from the head space of containers of foaming 
liquidsprior to sealing and the substitution there 
for of Small bubbles of gas induced by treatment 
of the liquid in the can. The invention ispar 
ticularly useful in the treatment of canned beer, 
ale, and the like, in that the large, air-filled bub 
bles normally existing in the head space of the 
can immediately after being filled are burst and 
the head space is filled with Small, creamy bub 
bles of CO2 induced by heating and mildly agi 
tating the beer near the surfaceto cause bubbles 
of CO2 in the liquid to rise. Reference is made 
to the co-pending application of Earl E. Jere 
miah, Serial No. 103,344, filed July7, 1949. 
The presence of air inside cans of beer, ale and 

similar products is extremelyundesirable because 
öf the deleterious effect of the oxygen in the air 
upon the taste and color of the beverage upon 
aging. Airmayreach the inside of the canfrom 
either of two sources: First, the air may be en 
trained in the liquid duringfilling of the can, the 
air usually being associated with CO2 gas, and 
rising to the top of the can in large bubbles of 
uneven size. Second, inasmuch as the can is 
ordinarily not filled to the top of the flange-the 
unfilled portion being commonly termed “head 
spaceº-air may fill this space before the cover 
is applied and be sealed in the can. The present 
invention is an improved apparatus and method 
for eliminating air from both sources. 
Superheated steam is used to accomplish the 

above-described purposes, Which is advantageous 
in that steam is readily available in a brewery 
with little orno cost. Further, steam cannot 
have a deleterious effect upon the beer otherthan 
a slight dilution, even if a particular can should 
come to rest under the apparatus for a protracted 
period due to stoppage of the filling line. Fur 
ther, there isnodanger of noXious ortoxic gases 
being trapped in the cans, as may occurifan 
open flame of gas is used to burn offair bub 
bles and should accidentally become extin 
guished; nor is the color of the beer affected, as 
may be the case with devices whichburn off the 
foam. 
One of the features of the present invention is 

the fact that the apparatus used to accomplish 
the invention is compact and thin by reason of 
the unique construction thereof and this permits 
the installation of the apparatus in existing brew 
ery filling lines without material alteration 
thereof. i * -- -- 

Another feature of the invention is the equal 
distribution of steam Which results from the ap 
paratus hereinafter described. The equal distri 
bution of steam permits accomplishment ofburst 
ing of the air bubbles in a minimum of time 
and further permits use of thin, compact appa 
ratus, M . . S 3. 
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The construction of the apparatus further pro 

vides for the formation both of a fog of steam 
and ajet of steam, each independent of the other 
and each independently controllable. All of the 
foregoing features and advantages of the con 

ction of the apparatus and method are here inafter describedingreaterdetai. 
In addition, means is provided to avoid con 

densation orreduction in the temperature of the steam byshielding the apparatus from cold liq 
dripping beer which might contact 

the device. 
With the above and other objects, features 

and advantages in view, the invention consists 
in the matters hereinafter set forth and more 
particularlypointed out in the appended claims, 
reference being had thereinto the accompanying 
drawings, in which: è . . . . 

Fig. 1is an exploded view of the parts compos 
ing the apparatus; : - », « -:: . . . 

Fig. 2 is a bottom plan view of the body mem 
ber; 

Fig. 3 is alongitudinal vertical section of the 
device, the line on which said section is taken 
being indicated by line 3-3 of Fig. 2; 

Fig. 4: is a section similar to Fig. 3 as indicated 
by line 4-4 of Fig. 2; * : , 

Fig.5 is also a section similar to Fig. 3 as indi 
cated by line 5-5 of Fig. 2; '. - º , . . . . . 

Fig. 6 is a diagram of the steam circuit em 
ployed in the present invention. 
In carrying out the present invention, open top 

cans 10 are first filled with beer, ale orsimilar 
foaming liquid in a conventional filler. Because 
of the high speed at which such fillers commony 
operate, it is practically impossible to avoid the 
presence of a large percentage of air within the 
large, uneven bubbles occurring in the head space 
of the can and the interstices of such bubbles. 
If allowed to remain in the can, after sealing the 
oxygen in the entrapped air Will adversey affect 
the color and taste of the beer. The presentin 
vention is installed in the line between the filler 
and the can Seamerso as to condition the beer 
priorto sealing the cover on the can. The con 
ditioner not only removes the large air-contain 
ing bubbles, but also fills the head space of the 
can With Small, creamy bubbles of CO2 with little 
orno airtherein or in the interstices. Thus when 
the cover has been sealed on the can, little orno 
airis entrained. 
The large bubbles of air are burst by passing through a heated fog or atmosphere of, prefer 
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ably, superheated steam which elevates the tem 
perature of the gas in the bubblesuntil theyburst. 
Ajet of Superheated steam is forced slightlybe 
low the Surface of the liquid to heat and agitate 
the beerso as to cause Small, creamy bubbles to 
ise above the liquid surface and fill the head 
Space of the can completely. A single apparatus 
may be used to perform both steps and a single 
Source of steam employed. Thereafterthecan, 
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the head space still filled with creamy bubbles 
displacing all air with a slight crown apove the 
level of the flange, is passed to the Seamerº and 
the cover applied. 

Steam, preferably superheated, used in Con 
junction with the apparatus hereinafter de 
scribed, may be produced in any of various WayS, 
as by the use of a thermostatically-controlled 
electric heater in the steam line leading frori 
the boiler to the instant device. The line of 
superheated steam is divided into two brancheS, 
one branch leading to the portion of the device 
which creates the fog of steam and the other 
leading to the jet of steam which causes foam 
to rise and fill the head space of the cans. Suit 
able control valves may be installed in each 
branch line, each independently controlling the 
amount of steam in each branch. A preferred 
means for supplying steam under preSSure is il 
lustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 6. Steam 
under approximately 100 p. s.i.. is introduced to 
heating chamber 5 A, said chamberbeing cylindri 
cal and provided with a thermostatically-con 
trolled electric heating element 52 Which holds 
the steam passing through chamber 5 at a de 
sired temperature, preferably 300° F. A Strainer 
53 is provided in the line to remove undesirable 
material. 
The steam thence passesto a 3-Way valve 54. 

This valve is preferably solenoid-controlled and 
connected into the motor control circuit for the 
seamer (not shown) so that when the Seameris 
stopped the flow of steam Will be diverted to trap 
56 and Will not pass through the conditioner 
system. It is important that the steam be di 
verted else the can stopped immediately under 
the conditioner Will be spoiled because al eX 
cessive amount of CO2 will escape therefrom and 
the beer Will become fat, Which produces al un 
favorable customer reaction. However, So that 
the conditioner is not cooled excessively during 
temporary shutdowns, Which Would result i con 
densation of steam and consequent dilution of 
the beer, a, by-pass is established through pipe 
57 around valve 54, the amount of flow through 
said by-pass being regulated by valve 5 to ac 
complish the objects of the preceding sentence. 
From the 3-way valve 54 the steam branches 

into two pipes 6 and 62, having regulating Valves 
63 and 64, respectively, and leading to fittingSi6 
and 3, ashereinafter described. 
The device which is the subject of the inven 

tion comprises three members, a bottommost per 
forate screen i, a chamber-forming body 2, and 
an uppermost drippan 13. Drip pan 3 is ele 
vated abovebody i 2 to intercept any beer orother 
cold liquid Which might otherwise contact the 
body and chili the superheated Steam. Screen 

È and body 2 fit closely together, forminga, Seal, 
and since the body is formed With a plurality of 
channels and passageways routed out of the Sur 
face adiacent the screen, the two members formi 
a chest for the superheated Steam. A separate 
passageway is likewise formed for the jet of 
steam, ashereinafter described. 
Steam employed to produce the fog or at 

mosphere of steam is introduced through a pipe 
fitting i fixed to the surface of the body 2 op 
posite screen member il Body i 2 is drilled out 
as indicated by numeral 7 at: a diameter sub 
stantially equal to the inner dimension of fitting 
6 in orderto forma port for the ingress of steam. 

Porti i communicates through lateral passage 
way 18 with longitudinally extending channel 19 
which is located proximate one longitudinally 
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extending edge of body 2 and extends practi 
cally the entire length thereof, being routed into 
the surface of said body A2. Leading inwardly 
from Said channel 9 is a plurality of lateral 
grooves 2 i disposed at right angles to Said chan 
nel, likewise routed into the surface of said body, 
and spaced aparti approximately equa distanceS. 
Said grooves 2 i terminate in substantially rec 
tangular cavity 22 recessed into the Surface of 
said body, said cavity occupying substantially 
one-half of the bottom Surface area of Said body 
and extending along practically the entire length 
of said body along the edge thereof opposite 
cha nel fS. 

Sealed against body i 2 by a plurality of Screws 
23 is screen member i , the bottom and top sur 
faces of Which are planar. It Will be noted that 
screen il is perforated in a plurality of Small 
holes 2G in a zone immediately belloW cavity 22. 
35 reason of screen member i being Sealed 
against body member 2, the flovy of Steam is 
confined Within the passageways defined by 
channel È9, grooves 2, and cavity 22. The ar 
rangement of said channel 9 and grooves 2 is 
Such as to insure even distribution of stear? With 
in cavity 22 so that the various perforations 26 
in Screen il receive and discharge substantially 
equalamounts of steam. Thus an even, homo 
geneous fog of Steam is produced through Which 
Cans i pass. 
As has been Stated, in addition to the fog 

Created by Steam emitted from perforations 26, a 
jet of steam is also produced Which penetrates 
the large bubbles on the Surface of the liquid in 
cans i? and raises a crearny foam Which fills the 
head Space. Such steam is introduced into the 
chest through fitting 3 on the upper Surface of 
body 2, there being a communicating hole 32 in 
the body member providing an entry port. 
Groove 33 eXtends laterally from said port 32 in 
the direction of cavity 22, there being a raised 
Zone 34 in cavity 22 to provide stock into which 
Said groove 33 may be cut and thus to create a 
passage:Way for steam Which is separated from 
the steam entering through port i T. Screen 
member il is imperforate in the line immediate 
y beloW Said groove 34 except that a single hole 
36 is forned adiacent the end of said groove, saidi 
hole being of slightly greater diameter than per 
forations 26. The location of hole 36 is such as 
to be above the line of the centers of cans io be 
ingtreated. 

Drippan. 3 is attached to the upper side of 
body member 2 by screws Ai, said drippan being 
dimensioned so that it does not intersect fittings 
6 and 33. The purpose of the drip pan is to 

prevent Cold liquid Such as dripping beer from 
contacting body member 2, and thus to prevent 
condensation of the steam within cavity 22. 
Thus Said pan is connected to body 2 alongits 
tWo longitudinal edges 42 and 43 but is elevated 
from Said body intermediate said edges as indi 
cated by reference numeral 4. Along the lateral 
edges of para i 3 are upstanding Sides 46 Which 
prevent liquid from running over said edges. The 
upper Surface of pan 3 is thus concave and also 
elevated above body i 2 except at edges 42 and 
43. Thuspan 3 traps liquids which might other 
Wise drip onto body 2 and chill same. 

In operation, cans Care passed from the filler 
So that their top flanges pass immediatelybelow 
the under-surface of screen ?i and the path of 
travel of the cans extends substantially the 
length of the perforated portion of said screen. 
Steam entering through fitting 16 is distributed 
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substantially uniformly throughout cavity 22 and 
thus is emitted through perforations 26 in a 
continuous, homogeneoUS fog. Said fog heatS 
and expands the bubbles of foam On the Surface 
of the beer So that they burst, Simultaneousy, 
Steam entering through fitting 3 is emitted from 
hole 33 in form of a, jet of mild pressure, which 
penetrates the foam on the liquid surface ap 
proximately % inch below said liquid surface, 
thereby agitating the liquid and partially warm 
ing Same, thereby causing the CO2 in the liquid 
to rise in the form of a creamy head Which fills 
the head space of the can and substantially dis 
places all air. Said creamy head endures until 
after the cover has been Sealed On the can; thus 
the Sealed container haS a minimum of deletteri 
ous oxygen. The relative emission of Steam 
through perforations 26 and hole 36 may be con 
trolled by means of valves 63 and 64 as may the 
pressure of the steam to the two branches. 
Thereby the two functions of the apparatus and 
methodare accomplished Without using an exces 
SiVe a.mount of Steam Which might dilute or cause 
flatness of the beer. 

It will be understood that Whereas a preferred 
embodiment of the invention has been described 
and illustrated, changes may be made therein 
Without departing from the spirit of the inven 
tion and the scope of the appended claims. For 
eXample, containers other than metal cans 
might be used With the conditioner and liquids 
other than beer and alle treated. 
What is claimedis: 
1. In a conditioner for Open containers of 

foaming liquids initially having large bubbles, 
a Chest positioned bOVe the path of travel of Said 
containers, Said chest having a screen member 
perforated in a Zone beneath Which said con 
tainers paSS, a body member sealed against said 
Screen member, said body member being formed 
With a cavity in its Surface facing said sceen 
member and overlying the perforate zone of Said 

i screen member, a channel cut into Said body 
member and a plurality of grooves leading from 
said channel to said cavity, said cavity, said 
grooveS and Said channel forming With Said 
Screen member passageways for steam, Said 
Screen member having a hole in a Zone beneath 
Which said containers pass, an additional groove 
in said body member providing communication 
for di Scharge Of Steam through Said hole, first 
means for providing steam to said channel and 
second neans for providing steam to Said addi 
tional groove. 

2. A conditioner as defined in claim 1 Which 
further includes a drip pan elevated above Said 
body member and being concave upward to catch 
liquid and prevent contact of said liquid With 
Said body member. 

3. In a conditioner for Open containers of 
foaming liquids initially having large bubbles, a 
chest positioned above the path of travel of Said 
containers, said chest having a screen member 
perforated in a Zone beneath Which Said con 
tainers pass, a body member sealed against Said 
Screen member, said body member being formed 
With a cavity in its surface facing Said screen 
member and overlying the perforate zone of Said 
screen member, a channel in Said Surface of Said 
body member extending along one longitudinal 
edge of Said body lember, a plurality of Spaced, 
lateral grooves formed in said Surface and ex 
tending from said channel to Spaced points along 
the innerlongitudinal margin of Said cavity, Said 
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cavity, Said grooves and said channel forming 
with said screen member passageways for Steam, 
and means for providing steam to said channel. 

4. In a conditioner for open containers of 
foaming liquids initially having large bubbles, 
a chest positioned above the path of travel of 
said containers, said chest having a screen mem 
ber perforated in a zone beneath Which Said con 
tainers pass, a body member sealed against Said 
Screen member, said body member being formed. 
With a cavity in its surface facing said screen 
member and overlying the perforate zone of Said 
Screen member, a channel cut into Said body 
member and a plurality of grooves leading from 
Said channel to said cavity, said cavity, Said 
grooves and said channel forming With Said 
screen member passageways for steam, said 
screen member having a hole in a zone beneath 
Which said containers pass, an additional groove 
in said body member providing communication 
for discharge of steam through said hole, said 
groove extending through a raised portion ex 
tending into said cavity, first means for providing 
steam to Said channel and second means for pro 
Viding Steam to Said additional groove. 

5. In a conditioner for open containers of 
foaming liquids initially having large bubbles, a 
thin chest positioned above the path of travel of 
Said containers comprising, a screen member 
perforated in a Zone beneath Which Said con 
tainers pass and a superposed body member, each 
of Said members having Surfaces Sealed together 
around marginal edges, one of Said surfaces be 
ing formed With a cavity overlying the perforated 
Zone of Said screen member, a channel in One of 
Said Surfaces and eXtending along one longitudi 
nal edgethereof and a plurality of Spaced, lateral 
grooves formed in one of said surfaces leading 
from Said channel to said cavity and forming a 
passageway for Steam, and means for providing 
Steam to Said channel. 

6. In a conditioner for Open containers of 
foaming liquids initially having large bubbles, a 
thin chest positioned above the path of travel 
Of Said containers comprising, a Screen member 
perforated in a ZOne beneath Which Said con 
tainers pass and a Superposed body member, each 
of Said members having Surfaces sealed together 
around marginal edges, one of said surfaces be 
ing formed With a cavity Overlying the perforated 
Zone of Said Screen member, a channel and a plu 
rality of grooves leading from Said channel to 
Said cavity and forming a passageway for steam, 
means for providing steam to said channel, said 
Screen member being provided with a steam jet 
hole, one of Said surfaces being provided With an. 
additional groove providing communication for 
discharge of Steam through said hole, and sec 
Ond means for prOviding Steam to Said additional 
grOOVe, 

ROLAND E. RENARD. 
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